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The rule of law "means, again, equality before the law or the equal Second
subjection of all classes to the ordinary law of the land administered J£^RS!°f
by the ordinary law courts." 1 In this sense the rule of law conveys Of Law:
that no man is above the law; that officials like private citizens are 3^:^^ oj
under a duty to obey the same law; and (though this does not neces- officials to
sarily follow) that there are no administrative courts to which are the Ordinary
referred claims by the citizen against the State or its officials.	Courts.
Dicey contrasted the rule of law with the droit administratif of Droit Ad-
France. He was at pains to contrast the disadvantages involved by ™inistrati£
a system of administrative law and administrative courts to judge -
disputes between officials and citizens with the advantages enjoyed
by Englishmen through the absence of such a system. He did not
properly appreciate the working of the French system of contentieux
administratif \yy the Council d'Etat.2 This was indeed the only part
of droit administratif with which he dealt.  Nor did he pay much
attention to the wide powers of the Executive which existed in
England even in his day.3 The law which regulates the powers and
duties of public authorities and officials in this country is as much	Y
administrative law as the droit administratif of France even though
its enforcement or supervision may be controlled by the same courts
as the rest of English law.4 But, although Dicey misinterpreted the
meaning of droit administratif, his emphasis upon equality before the
law served to stress that fundamental liberties cap hft~prnter.teH by
the common law— thatpolice lawja^aa:^^	that freedom
reqmreS^egal^^	protects essential liberties.
Finally the rule of law^sexpounded by Dicey means "that with Third
us the law of the constitution, the rules which in foreign countries
naturally form part of a constitutional code, are not the source but Of Law:
the consequence of the rights of individuals, as defined and enforced constitution
by the courts, that, in short, the principles of private law have with the result of
us been by the action of the courts and Parliament so extended as to the ordinary
determine the position of the Crown and of its servants; thus the Land
constitution is the result of the ordinary law of the land." 5 By this
is meant that the legal rights of the subject, e.g. his freedom of action
and speech, are secured not by guaranteed rights proclaimed in a
formal code but by the operation of the ordinary remedies of private
law available against those who unlawfully interfere with his liberty
of actio^jv^	private citizens or officials.  A person
defamer. Free access to courts of justice is an
efficient guarantee against wrongdoers.
1 Dicey, op. cit., pp. 202-3.
a Dicey, op. c#,, 9th ed., Appendix, Section I (4), For the Conseil d'Etat, see
C. J, Hamson, Executive Discretion and Judicial Control (Stevens), 1954.
8 But see Introduction to 8th edition and his article "Administrative Law in
6 Dicey, op. cit., p. 203,
England/' 31 L.Q.R. 148,
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